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tremely small airplane, or when scaling up wind tunnel model data (2). If everything else is approximately equal, small size can be a definite advantage. There is less weight to lift off the ground and the rate of climb should be greater. There is less inertia to overcome in maneuvering; therefore it should be more controllable in the air, and on landing should be easier to brake (not break!) especially with its lower CG. Using less material, it should cost less to build and hangar or tie-down. It should be easier for maintenance, everything being within easy reach and no step ladders required. Structurally the low-wing configuration has many design advantages of its own, such as stowing things like landing gear, etc. in the wing itself. The low-wing will absorb much energy during crash landing conditions which might crush the cockpit of a high-wing. The CG is lower so there is less likelihood of turning over in a crash. Balance



The CG is generally, though not necessarily, slightly farther forward than in a high-wing monoplane. This is to provide a favorable recovery couple in case of a stall. In level flight the tail will then carry a slight download, which is a penalty but not one that has any effect upon the inherent safety of this configuration. That is to say, it is not peculiar to small low-wing monoplanes only. Airfoil This has a direct bearing on the size ana ^cation of the horizontal tail. Stable or small CP movement type airfoils require less moment to adequately control the pitching plane. And of course this means that the CG can be closer to the CP with correspondingly less download on the tail plane. Some airplanes with stable sections don't have a separate horizontal tail surface at all. Yet they may have entirely acceptable stall and spinning characteristics. They may even be made so that they will not stall or spin. Therefore the fact that a small low-wing monoplane has a small horizontal tail and/or one that is close to the trailing edge of the main wing does not necessarily indicate that it has been incorrectly designed, or that it is dangerous to fly. With the potentially greater speed range of our low-wing, stable monoplane, the elevator trim control will not have to



be used as much (to reduce stick forces) every time the angle of attack is changed slightly.



Aspect Ratio Sometimes the term "low aspect ratio" is linked with the small low-wing monoplane in such a manner as to leave the impression that this is the "last straw". Some time ago high aspect ratio (around 6, 7 or 8 to 1) gained the reputation of being "most efficient" for powered airplanes. "Most efficient" was interpreted as having high lift/drag ratio over the entire useable range of angles of attack. Referring to an article on page 19, Popular Aviation, December 1936, "This ratio is normally 6 on conventional airplanes, and anything less has always been considered inefficient and impractical". Many text books have been written to give the impression of general inefficiency of low aspect ratio. What actually does take place? With a lowering of the aspect ratio, the induced drag (wing tip vortices) becomes greater at high angles of attack. This means that more power is required to fly at these high angles. Also the stalling angle is increased. In fact, at an aspect ratio of 1.27, Zimmerman (3) shows that the stall for a "conventional airfoil" does not occur until 47° with CL over 1.8! Is this bad? I for one wouldn't think so. The tremendous drag at landing speeds means a steep approach and short landing roll - or automatic or "builtin" flaps. The high CL means a lower landing speed without the unstable CP movement associated with increasing the camber and from lowering the flaps. The lower the aspect ratio becomes, the more gentle and progressive the stall, with a greater resistance to autorotation or spinning (4). With low aspect ratio wings, the rolling power of the ailerons will be somewhat less but the airplane, because of its shorter span, could quite easily be faster in rate or roll. At high speeds or small angles of attack, the L/D ratio of both high and low aspect ratio wings approach the same value, so they are equally efficient at high speeds in this regard. But now let us look at the high aspect ratio wing briefly. The higher the aspect ratio, the greater is the tendency for the stall to begin at the wing tips. Usually this takes place more abruptly because there is less inward flow over the top surface of the wing tip and because of the thinner section on the tapered continued on page 31



Volume 77, Amateur Builder's Manual Ready



T he second volume of the 1957 Amateur Builder's



Manual is about ready for mailing and should reach all members soon. Again much valuable material is included. Detailed drawings of the EAA Biplane are featured, showing fuselage and tail group structure. A three-view structural drawing of the Piper J-4 is shown, together with drawings and specs on the Franklin 50 hp and 90 hp engines. Part II of Guide to Airworthiness appears in this volume. Other hints and information fill the balance of the pages. Volume I, 1958 of the ABM will present additional details on the EAA Biplane. Drawings and specs on the Continental C-125 engine will be shown.
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Part III of Guide to Airworthiness will conclude this valuable series. A structural three-view drawing of the Piper J-3 will give interesting details on this popular aircraft. Data and material on aircraft sheet metal, woodworking and fabric doping will round out the issue. For the benefit of those readers and subscribers who have not obtained Volume I of the 1957 ABM, copies are still available. All members receive the Amateur Builder's Manual free with their annual membership. Price to others is $1.25 per volume. A Membership Directory is also furnished to members free of charge. Others may purchase this valuable listing for $1.00 per copy. £ JANUARY
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wings. The greater the aspect ratio, the greater the possibility of one wing tip stalling before the other, due to the pronounced effect from even a slight yaw. This means a greater wing-dropping tendency, or affinity to spin. To offset these disadvantages, and others, high aspect ratio wings are twisted, slatted, slotted, have varying airfoils from root to tip, have wing root spoilers, etc. At high speeds the twisted wing creates tremendous torsional loads due to the negative lift at the tips and the positive lift at the roots. The high aspect ratio wing is heavier for a given area, and does not have the depth to stow things in and still maintain a favorable fineness ratio. Is the high aspect ratio wing more efficient, safer, easier to control? I wouldn't say so, and I don't think there would be agreement from the designers and pilots of all the present day low aspect ratio monoplanes, including the deltas. Fillets If the fuselage tapers in toward the tail at any point along the chord of the wing and fuselage juncture, then in all probability a fairing or fillet will be required to help smooth out the turbulence generated at the higher angles of attack. However it might be more desirable to smooth out and straighten the flow from the propeller with the leading edge fillets and not taper the fuselage until it is past the trailing edge. In conclusion, in regard to low aspect ratio wings, I have deliberately referenced older material in an effort to indicate that the low-speed characteristics and advantages of low aspect ratio airplanes were known and made available during the time of the high aspect ratio fad. In the face of the modern deltas we cannot continue to say low aspect ratio wings are inefficient. There have been many experimenters right from the very earliest days of the airplane who believed in low aspect ratio. In this country William B. Stout began in 1918 a series of very low aspect ratio monoplanes which he called "Batwings". Also the late Raoul J. Hoffman, early engineer and author whose articles have appeared in the EXPERIMENTER, designed and built a number of very low aspect ratio monoplanes which had phenomenal speed ranges. At the same time, in Italy, Piana Canova carried out successful experiments with very low aspect ratio monoplanes. In one case he built a rhomboid-shaped wing (aspect ratio 1.2) for a Zogling glider. It not only equalled the performance of the German original but had the unique characteristics of low aspect ratio aircraft (5). Those characteristics of low aspect ratio can be applied to small low-wing monoplanes in such a manner that the end result should have every chance of being a high performance, pleasant to fly, light airplane - a type of design well suited to the amateur builder and sport pilot. REFERENCES ( 1 ) "Pilot" by Tony Levier, published by Harper, (page 203) (2) a. Mechanics of Flight, Volume 1, page 15 "Scale Effect", by A.



C. Kermode. b. Airplane Design & Performance, pages 27-28, The Difficulty of Computing Scale Effect, by E. P. Warner. c. Model Airplane News, April, 1946 — article "Reynolds Number", by W. H. S. Bird. (3) Journal of Aeronautical Sciences, Vol. 2, No. 4. (4) Popular Aviation, December, 1936, page 19. (b) "So Away I Went", by W. B. Stout, Bobbs-Merrill, 1951. SPORT AVIATION
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Flying Manual. We have received a great many requests for information and drawings on these wonderful old sport planes and we felt the magazine space used will be well justified. The Sky Scout is a singleplace version while the Air Camper is slightly larger and two-place. The aircraft are of all wood construction which should interest you readers who have written us regarding plans for wood aircraft. The Air Camper will also show drawings of the steel tube fuselage. This material should prove to be very interesting and educational. We would also like to hear if any of you fellows are interested in plans for primary type gliders. Let's drop Headquarters a card so that the pros and cons can be counted. Many complimentary letters regarding the "Pober" have been coming in and I hope to bring you a progress report with photos in the February issue. Received a lot of fine photos from Bob Blacker of St. Rita's high school. They are progressing most satisfactorily with their EAA Biplane. He plans on having it at the '58 Fly-In for static display as he doubts if they will have it covered by then. It probably would be of greater interest assembled and uncovered so that the homebuilders can get a first hand look at the construction methods. Bob attended a recent Chicago EAA Chapter meeting and has since been able to offer the facilities of St. Rita's high school as a meeting place for the Chicago Chapter which is an improvement over the past meeting place. This should give added spark to the Chicago Chapter. Write President Frank Earles, Chicago - Stinson Airport, LaGrange, 111., for definite meeting dates. Locally, our Headquarters chapter meetings have been given a lot more pep as the result of hard work by our program committee headed by George Gruenberger and Harold Gallatin. We also want to wish the best of luck to Allen Rudolph, the owner and pilot of the Model A powered Pietenpol, who many of you met at previous FlyIns. Allen received a serious eye injury from a sliver of steel while working on some heavy machinery. Well, I guess I'll call it quits for another month and leave one thought with you - "BUILD AND FLY SAFELY". A
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